This paper proves that for every positive integers n, k and any positive number ε, we can explicitly construct a DAG G with n+O(k 1+ε ) vertices and a constant degree such that even after removing any k vertices from G, the remaining digraph still contains an n-vertex dipath. This paper also proves that for every positive integers n, k and any positive number ε, we can explicitly construct a graph H with n + O(k 2+ε ) vertices and a constant degree such that even after removing any k vertices from H, the remaining graph still contains an n-vertex 2-dimensional square mesh.
Introduction
We consider the following problem motivated by the design of fault-tolerant multiprocessor systems. Let G be an undirected or directed graph. If G is undirected then let V(G) and E(G) denote the vertex set and edge set of G, respectively, and (u, v) denote the edge connecting u and v in G. If G is directed then let V(G) and A(G) denote the vertex set and arc set of G, respectively, and u, v denote the arc from u to v in G. ∆(G) is the maximum degree of a vertex in G. For any S ⊆ V(G), G − S is the graph obtained from G by deleting the vertices of S together with the edges incident with the vertices in S . Let k be a positive integer. A graph G is called a k-FT (k-fault-tolerant) graph for a graph H if G − F contains H as a subgraph for every F ⊆ V(G) with |F| ≤ k. If G is a DAG (directed acyclic graph), which implies that H is also a DAG, then G is called a k-FT DAG for H. Our problem is to construct a k-FT graph G for a given graph H such that |V(G)| and ∆(G) are as small as possible.
A large amount of research has been devoted to constructing k-FT graphs for an n-vertex (undirected) path P n [1] , [4] , [5] , [8] - [10] , [13] - [16] , k-FT DAGs for an n-vertex dipath (directed path)P n [4] , [6] , [14] - [16] , and k-FT graphs for a 2-dimensional m-sided mesh M 2 (m) [2] - [4] , [7] , [11] , [14] - [16] .
Among others, Bruck, Cypher, and Ho [4] show a k-FT DAG forP n with n + O(k 2 ) vertices and maximum degree of 4, and a k-FT graph for M 2 (m) with m 2 + O(k 3 ) vertices and a constant maximum degree. Zhang [15] , [16] shows a k-FT graph for P n with n + O(k log 2 k) vertices and maximum degree of O(1), a k-FT DAG forP n with n + O(k log k) ver- This paper considers (Q2) and (Q3), and shows the explicit constructions of a k-FT DAG forP n with n + O(k 1+ε ) vertices and a constant maximum degree, and a k-FT graph for M 2 (m) with m 2 + O(k 2+ε ) vertices and a constant maximum degree for any constant ε > 0. Our construction of k-FT graphs for M 2 (m) is based on the method proposed by [15] , [16] combined with our k-FT DAG forP n .
Fault-Tolerant Directed Linear Arrays
For any positive integer n, let [n] = {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}. The n-vertex dipathP n is the digraph defined as follows:
In what follows, we define a DAGD 
Proof : Assume without loss of generality that
Notice that N/t x is a positive integer for any
For any
First, we prove the following claim.
Claim 1:
There exists a sequence of integers, y 0 ,
, and U(x, y x ) has at most k/t x faulty vertices for any
Proof of Claim 1:
We prove the claim by constructing the sequence inductively.
, and assume that there exists a sequence of y 0 , y 1 , . . . , y δ such that
Hence, the claim holds by putting y δ+1 = y δ +i δ+1 t δ .
Let y 0 , y 1 , . . . , y d be a sequence of integers satisfying the condition in Claim 1. For any x ∈ [d + 1], let k x denote the number of faulty vertices in U(x, y x ). By Claim 1, we obtain that
if every vertex ofL is fault-free. By the definition ofL(x),L(x) is a fault-free path from y d to
We prove thatL(0) is a dipath with at least n vertices. Let r x be the number of arcs v,
Therefore,L(0) is a dipath with at least n vertices. Since every vertex ofL(0) is fault-free,D N,t,d − F containsP n as a subdigraph, and hence we conclude thatD N,t,d is a k-FT DAG forP n .
Theorem 1:
For any positive integers n, k and any constant ε > 0, we can construct a k-FT DAG forP n with n + O(k 1+ε ) vertices and a constant maximum vertex degree.
Proof : Fix d = 1/ε , and set t and N as integers satisfying that (t − 1)
which completes the proof of the theorem.
Fault-Tolerant Meshes
For any positive integers r and c, the 2-dimensional r × c mesh, denoted by M(r, c), is the graph defined as follows: 
, where
Notice that G 
N,t,d is a k-FT graph for M(r, c).
By Lemma 2, we have the following theorem. 
Tower Graphs
For any positive integer h, the tower graph Q(h) of height h is the graph defined as follows:
where • Traverse loop edges in the order of [l,
For any positive integer h, p ∈ [2 h ], and l
∈ [h + 1], w l (h, p) is defined as follows: w 0 (h, p) = p; w l+1 (h, p) = {(w l (h, p) − 1) mod 2 h−l }/2 for any l ∈ [h]. For any p ∈ [2 h ],
let H(h, p) denote the Hamilton path of Q(h)
] using a tree edge. Figure 3 shows H(3, 4) . It is easy to see that w 0 (3, 4) = 4, w 1 (3, 4) = 1, w 2 (3, 4) = 0, and w 3 (3, 4) = 0. H(h, p) . The following lemma is proved in [15] , [16] . 
q). For any positive integers t, d, and l, define that
It is easy to see the following two lemmas.
We define a mapping φ :
, and y = m 2 . 
Proof of Claim 3:
Let x = m 1 /(2 h+2 − 2) , i = m 1 mod (2 h+2 − 2), and y = m 2 . If i 2 h+2 − 3 then φ([m 1 , m 2 ]) = s v y+xc (h, z x,y , z x+1,y , i) φ([m 1 + 1, m 2 ]) = s v y+xc (h, z x,y , z x+1,y , i + 1). Therefore, φ([m 1 , m 2 ]) is adjacent to φ([m 1 + 1, m 2 ]). If i = 2 h+2 − 3 then φ([m 1 , m 2 ]) = s v y+xc (h, z x,y , z x+1,y , 2 h+2 − 3) φ([m 1 + 1, m 2 ]) = s v y+(x+1)c (h, z x+1,y , z x+2,y , 0).
Proof of Claim 4:
, and y = m 2 . Then,
.
We consider two distinguished cases, (1) x = 0 and (2) x 0.
( (2) Assume that x 0. Then, 
Assume without loss of generality that β ≥ α. Then, by Lemma 2, s 
, where π By a similar argument, we can also prove the claim Proof : The theorem follows from Theorem 3 by putting d = 2/ε .
Concluding Remarks
Since a k-FT graph P n,k for an n-vertex path P n with n+O(k) vertices and maximum degree of 3 is shown in [14] , it is possible to construct a k-FT graph for M 2 (m) with m 2 +O(k 2 ) vertices and a constant maximum degree if k = Ω(m). In fact, the following graph G k (m) is a desired graph: 
